Drug and metabolite-induced perturbations in nuclear structure and function: a review.
Clarification of large-scale organization in cell nuclei is central to a full understanding of the mechanisms which underlie replication, transcription, and interaction with the cytoplasmic compartment. Many drugs and natural biological agents affect such processes directly, through inhibitory or stimulatory action, and often reveal structural and functional aspects in nuclei not otherwise apparent. There is increasing evidence that the pore complex - lamina of the nuclear matrix is a primary structural element during interphase, which is pivotal to most nuclear processes. This communication reviews evidence based on studies with drugs, inhibitors, and natural biological processes, that the nuclear matrix concept is indeed valid. It is further shown that despite diversity in mode of action and affected target cells, many compounds induce related or complementary changes in nuclei and that such uniformity in pattern is attributable to the nuclear matrix. A general model of the functional organization of the nucleus is presented, to account for the perturbations observed after mass interference with either transcription, replication, or protein synthesis.